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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4
Audiometric information on the deaf children Carla, Laura and Mark

**CARLA**
Born             May, 1989
first tests     June, 1990 (1;1)  40dB (125Hz) and 70dB (500Hz) no reaction to sound
further tests   July, 1990 (1;2) supplied with hearing aids
                June, 1991 (2;1)  no reaction to sound
                March, 1992 (2;10) some reactions at 40dB (125Hz) and 100 dB (1000Hz) with hearing aids: no reactions
                June, 1992 (3;1)  with hearing aids: some reaction at
                March, 1993 (4;0) with hearing aids: some reaction at 70dB (250/2000Hz) in best ear
August, 1994 (5;3) without hearing aids: no reaction
                with hearing aids: some reaction at 60dB (125/4000Hz) in right ear. Left: no reaction

Carla was (tentatively) diagnosed as profoundly hearing impaired. As she grew older, her reactions to tests with hearing aids in were improving.

**LAURA**
Born             April, 1989
first tests     February, 1990
further tests   November, 1991 (1;7)  some reaction at 80dB (250/500 Hz) with left ear hearing aid
                February, 1992 (2;10)  some reaction at 70dB (500 Hz) both ears hearing aids
                October, 1992 (3;6)   some reaction at 110dB (250/1000 Hz)
                June, 1993 (4;3)      no reactions
                December, 1993 (4;8) no reactions
April, 1994 (4;11) some reaction at 100dB (125/500 Hz)
December, 1994 (5;8) some reaction at 100dB (250/2000 Hz)

**MARK**
Born             April, 1989
first test      February, 1990
further tests   November, 1991 (1;7)  some reaction at 80dB (250/500 Hz)
                February, 1992 (2;10)  some reaction at 70dB (250/1000 Hz)
                October, 1992 (3;6)   some reaction at 80dB (125/4000 Hz)
                June, 1993 (4;3)     idem
December, 1993 (5;8) idem

Laura and Mark were diagnosed as profoundly hearing-impaired at the various testing-dates.